
HOSPITALITY SCHOOL BUSINESS PLAN

In order to take full advantage of the economic development and poverty alleviation opportunities that the expanding
tourism sector in Lao PDR.

No doubt our business class guest rooms will provide our customers with a warm and comfortable home away
from home experience, large banquet venue, as well as Chinese and Intercontinental cuisine. Having a degree
from a four year institution will help win future clients and contracts. While you are working your way up,
study everything about forming a business. Starting a hotel business could eventually be one of the best things
to attain for yourself. Market the management company using the existing hotel as an example of your ability.
But until you finish your business plan, you will not be able to get the financing either. Over and above we are
building a hotel business that will be the cynosure of all eyes. This is needed as investors want to be sure you
really understand the hotel industry. With this first good review and the positive outcome of the first year of
the contract, go after a renewal of the contract. It explains why you are in business or or which huge need you
are solving, that currently is not being met. Warnings In hotel management, attention to details is
everything--if you are not a detail-oriented person, this business is not a good fit for you. Revenue
Management: What pricing and yield techniques will you use? When should they start? Management Team
Include the bios of your team. When people lodge in hotels, they have the options of subscribing to other
services the hotel offers; services like feeding, drinks, laundry, fitness center, swimming pool, conference
room and business room, amongst others. One of the reasons why writing a business plan might be one of the
best things to do is this. The bottom line is the higher the amount you pay in hotels, the more the services you
are entitled to. So, preparing a Business plan helps the entrepreneur to understand, to visualize, to plan and to
identify risks even before making any investments in the business. Explain how your hotel will meet the needs
of these main segments in terms of location, amenities and services. Key Milestones These are the most
important achievement which once they have been completed, will make your hotel more likely to succeed.
Go after a smaller hotel owner, with only one or two hotels. How much staff and supervisors will you need?
With that, we know that we will be able to consistently achieve our set business goals, increase our
profitability and reinforce our positive long-term relationships with our clientele, partners, and all our
employees as well. This is because it entails using a sample hotel business plan to write yours. Will you
develop manuals? These capabilities are working together in a seamless manner to deliver the requisite
capabilities to the customer. Every day foreigners, as well as local migrants and business people travel from
one point or the other and the option they are faced with is staying in hotels. One good thing about the hotel
business is that the business can grow so big that it will not only have active presence in key cities in the
country where it started from, but in major cities in all the continent of the world.


